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as the album opens, x speeds into his debut single, featuring co-star xzibit and chrome boy. after a few verses of xs sizzling delivery, chrome boy explodes into a white hot explosion of bass on the last word, a declaration
of the stakes in the battle over x: chrome boy: what these women gonna do when ima ride for them they gonna get fire poured. x: i said, we gon have fire poured. the tension builds as x struggles with more than his hopes
for the future. in mid-verse, dmx criets a declaration of intent on the rattle of the bullets in the chamber: what kind of a love is this, that wont take a little bit of my blood. (the following line is often omitted.) chrome boy
echoes that question with chrome boy: what kind of love is this, that wont take a little bit of my blood? the lines echo one another for a whole verse, each volley bouncing off the others like an abusive relationship. x
refuses to plead like he does on his next song, when he tries to explain to a radio dj why he made his living doing wrong. he wants to tell him about his childhood and his childhood insecurity, but can only say hes been
through hell and back. dmx defends himself by promising to be strong on his next release, everytime im gone, saying, ill be hotter than a monster, hotter than the sun, hotter than hell and hotter than the devil. but he also
promises to stand by his conviction (every time im gone/imma ride or imma die); he stutters and stammers and stumbles, but man, he feels that pain. he hedges and dodges and denies, but they are desperate and
persistent questions that haunt him. finally, after a brief respite, he contemplates the possibility that hell is a place he could live. whether the lyric is autobiographical, metaphorical, or just art, x is struggling to grapple
with possibility, possibility both of self-improvement and self-destruction.
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